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My world was darkness... the end result of living life the wrong way.

I was given a purpose far greater than I ever 
could have imagined.

And I found love again. she brought a light 
back into my days that I can't put into words.

in one of life's great twists my worst moment 
gave birth to salvation.

A chance to make up for all the wrongs I had 
committed and make the world a better, safer 
place. 
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yet the darkness still owns my dreams - a 
reminder that all is not well. the earth 
whispers of dark tmes ahead. some say it's 
just paranoid, but I see a shift coming. 
many powerful allies have already fallen 
or disappeared... 

too fast!Too many,
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The dream comes crashing down, giving birth to a nightmare.
who are you   

supposed to be?

I am the past that 

remembers an 

unmolested reality. 

You are the chosen 

one, Clay Mchenry.

chosen?

go where?

     You are the    

     geomancer,

    the ears of

   the earth and

     its defender.

    This world

    is wrong,

    you must

    know that,

  in your

  heart you

 must feel

 how it is

 twisted,

 filled with

 grotesque

 abominations.

 Madmen invented

 and nurtured

 by a false god

 who has ALL BUT 

abandoned you.

what the hell are 
you talking about?

  You are blind Clay, 

  but I know that you 

  are not a fool. Look   

   within yourself and  

    you will see that

   I am right. Things 

must be fixed, the 

errors corrected. 

The  mocker i es  of  

real life must

be eliminated

 and in the

 end you

too must

go.

              Away of course. 

               Returned to

               the earth. 

                Ashes to ashes..,

                dust to dust...

and you're the guy 
who's going to do 

all that?
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Who the hell 
put you in 
charge?

I am.

No one is in charge, 

that is the problem. 

Just a bunch of children 

running rampant, 

wielding powers they 

          cannot even

             begin to

             comprehend.

             The chaos 

       must

      cease!

You can’t just 
blink and change 
what you perceive 
is wrong. You are 

not God!

Such reckless use of power 

created this mess. Sadly you 

can't undo an eternity of 

errors  by  swe ep ing  th em  

under  the  rug .  Too many 

innocents would suffer a 

fate  not of the ir  mak ing.  

I must pass judgment upon 

the errors.

The day will soon be upon 

you all. I beg you to make 

the transition easy, put 

th ings in  order  for  me  

Clay. Live by the words 

you have sworn and protect 

the earth, help purge this 

disease from its heart so

               that it may live 

               unh ind er ed  by

                   madmen.
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No one is in charge, 

that is the problem. 

Just a bunch of children 

running rampant, 

wielding powers they 

          cannot even

             begin to

             comprehend.

             The chaos 

       must

      cease!

I ask this once, I give you a choice

to do what is right before 

righteousness is forced upon you.

Clay, honey, 
what’s wrong?

The earth,
it’s screaming!

 

Who’s 
coming?

I think…
I think it’s         

he's coming!

god.


